Your health plan network just got five states bigger.

If you have employees here, there and everywhere, you know how hard it can be to cover everyone. New England has some of the most skilled, most respected medical resources around. Because access to one state may not be enough, we created Access Blue New England — an HMO plan unlike any other.

Access Blue New England lets your employees choose and use any Blue Cross and Blue Shield network doctor or hospital in Connecticut, Maine, Massachusetts, New Hampshire, Rhode Island or Vermont. Primary care, specialist care, urgent care — anything, anywhere in New England. And they can do it without a referral.¹

All six New England states offer network providers. It’s simple, flexible and rooted in real life. Just like it should be.

One plan covers all employees across New England

Multiple plans for multiple states can quickly grow into multiple headaches. With Access Blue New England, a single plan covers your health care needs for every employee in every corner of the region. Talk about keeping it simple.

Employees get extra access to leading doctors and hospitals

Other HMO plans see state borders as barriers. We simply don’t see them at all. In fact, this new plan is an invitation to take advantage of the great health care options New England is famous for. This includes world-renowned Boston hospitals, 28,000 doctors and 200 medical facilities. Basically, the biggest network around.²

No referrals means no boundaries

We believe in flexibility and choice. What could be more flexible than giving members the freedom to see the doctor or specialist of their own choice? On the next street over or in the next state over, members can choose a primary care physician (PCP) from anywhere in New England. And if they need a second opinion? Not a problem. With Access Blue New England, they don’t need a PCP referral to see an in-network specialist in New England.³

A NEW PLAN THAT THROWS OPEN THE DOORS TO COMPLETE ACCESS THROUGHOUT NEW ENGLAND.
You get more than you expect

This is our most comprehensive benefit design. Your employees get all the benefits of an HMO, plus the flexibility to choose where to receive care or see a specialist throughout New England. Plus they get:

- Coverage for a wide range of services, including:
  - Expanded chiropractic visits
  - Extensive mental health/substance abuse care
  - Full range of infertility coverage
- Choice of prescription drug coverage (varies by plan)
- Discounts through SpecialOffers@Anthem℠
- Decision-support tools and resources on anthem.com

Now that’s rich.

What if six states are still not enough?

So Access Blue New England has you covered in New England. But what about the rest of the country? We’ve taken care of that too. In our huge catalog of valuable plans, including PPOs and consumer-driven options, you’ll find one that fits.

The bottom line? Your employees get an affordable solution no matter where they live.